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We collect many variables to identify the causal effect

Consider the conditional average treatment effect (CATE):

𝔼 𝑌 1 − 𝑌(𝑂)|𝑋
Where 𝑋 ∈ ℝ! are an individual’s covariates, and 𝑌 𝑊 ∈ ℝ is the potential outcome, with 
𝑊 ∈ 𝑂, 1 the treatment. 

Before we can predict the CATE, we have to assume that all confounding variables are in 
𝑋. Otherwise, we may be predicting a spurious (or biased) treatment effect.

In practice, people will collect a lot of  variables to make 
sure all of  the confounders are actually measured

While it does help avoiding spurious estimates, it also results in poor 
estimates due to the curse of  dimensionality, especially in low samples.
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We could reduce dimensions…

Of course, one could reduce dimensions using: PCA, AEs, … 

With linear dim-reduction, we loose valuable non-linear 
interactions: not good

With non-consistent methods, we throw away some of  
the CATE-literature’s advances: also not good
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We introduce a method that is both non-linear, and consistent

… but they have downsides:
- Linear 
- Not consistent



We propose an identifiable EBM to reduce dimensions

Let’s have a high-level look at our proposal
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Our proposal



We propose an identifiable EBM to reduce dimensions

Specifically…
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• Partially randomized EBM 𝑝! is a combination of multiple EBMs 𝑝!,# with a shared
representation 𝑓! 𝑥 and 𝛽’s randomized and orthogonalized:

• With 𝑓! 𝑥 parameterized by a neural network, we show the partially randomized 𝑝! has two properties:

ü 𝑓! 𝑥 is identifiable up to some universal constants.
ü universal capacity for approximating any density functions

• Split the clean samples between 𝑝!,#, then generate corrupted samples conditionally,

• We show 𝑓! converges to limits that are different by some universal constants

• Train 𝑝!,# jointly so the shared 𝑓! goes through noise contrastive training on full samples.



Some results on prediction
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Lower PEHE across learners

Lower PEHE than other 
dimensionality reduction methods



Some results on Identifiability
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Converging Representations and CATE estimates 

Increasing Mean Correlation 
Coefficient (MCC) with sample size

Decreasing standard error on 
CATE-estimates


